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This is a revised edition of the 4th volume of the International Dictionary of Films and Filmmakers, which also includes Volume 1, Films, Volume 2, Directors, and Volume 3, Actors and Actresses. The book contains 545 entries, consisting of a brief biography, a complete filmography, a selected bibliography of works by and about the entrant, and a critical essay written by a specialist in the field. There are 51 entrants new to this edition. Most of the entries from the previous edition have been retained here; all entries have updated filmographies and bibliographies; and many entries have updated critical essays. Since film is primarily a visual medium, the majority of entries are illustrated, either by a portrait or by a representative still from the entrant’s body of work.

The entrants in this volume represent a wide range of writers and production artists, including art directors, cinematographers, costume designers, composers (and music directors, arrangers, and lyricists), editors, choreographers, stuntmen, special effects and sound technicians, makeup artists, and animators. The selection of entrants is once again based on the recommendations of the advisory board. It was not thought necessary to propose strict criteria for selection: the book is intended to represent the wide range of interests within North American, British, and West European film scholarship and criticism.
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Expert Oracle RAC 12c (The Expert's Voice)Apress, 2013

	Expert Oracle RAC 12c is a hands-on book helping you understand and implement Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC), and to reduce the total-cost-of-ownership (TCO) of a RAC database. As a seasoned professional, you are probably aware of the importance of understanding the technical details behind the RAC stack. This book...
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IBM Pseries Sizing And Capacity Planning: A Practical Guide (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
This IBM Redbook offers a comprehensive guide to properly size and plan the capacity of IBM eServer pSeries systems. It discusses the major hardware, software, benchmarks, and various tools used in the sizing and capacity planning process.

This Redbook is suitable for professionals who want to gain a better understanding of how to size...
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Progressive Web Application Development by Example: Develop fast, reliable, and engaging user experiences for the webPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the full potential of the web to make your web sites better than native applications for every platform. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore different models and patterns required to develop progressive web applications
	
			Create applications requiring shorter runtime for...
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Optical Networks and Technologies: IFIP TC6 / WG6.10 First Optical Networks & Technologies Conference (OpNeTec), October 18-20, 2004, Pisa, ItalySpringer, 2004
This book is of interest to both academic and professional researchers working in the field of optical fiber communication. The focus is on engineering networks exploiting advanced optical technologies. Originally presented at OpNeTec 2004, the chapters cover optical network systems, transmission, and amplification; theoretical aspects; system...
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Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery: A Practical Guide to Anatomy and TechniquesSpringer, 2009
Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery is a beautifully illustrated atlas describing the 18 most widely accepted minimally invasive procedures in spine surgery. Written by leaders in both neurologic and orthopedic spine surgery, this book offers the most up-to-date material and the broadest perspective on the subject. Procedures range from...
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TI-Nspire For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2011


	TI-Nspire changes the way that teachers teach and students learn. This

	transformative device has just undergone a transformation of its own.

	The TI-Nspire CX features color on the handheld (which is definitely a gamechanger).

	The Touchpad control of TI-Nspire is another innovation that helps

	students to interact with the...
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